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Thank you for considering our

Testimonial Video Packages
Use video to build trust in your brand!

There is nothing better to build trust with your potential clients than a positive 
testimonial video from an existing client or customer.   

Our Testimonial Video Packages will create videos that help your business to build
trust in its industrtrust in its industry, sing out about your level of service and engage with your target
market; ultimately helping you to win new business time and time again.

Prior to filming, we work with you to understand what key messages you would like
your testimonial to say about your business, product or service. We then use this
information as a guide to carefully coach your interviewee through their interview.

Each video is created using a professionally recorded testimonial interview. Overlay 
footage is placed over the top to really help communicate your message. 

TThese videos really showcase your business, and you can put them to work straight
away on your website and social media platforms, building trust in your brand. 

I look forward to working with you.



Different Types of Testimonial
We’ve found that testimonials typically fall into one of two categories; formal and in-
formal, or as we call them ‘Social’; for their typical use as social media marketing.

So What’s The Difference?

Formal Testimonials
Formal testimonials typically comprise of a more formal sit-down interview and tend
to be suited to more 'corporate' experiences and stories. When filming and editing
we use our time to explore the interviewees journey as well as sculpting their
responses to really help sell your message. On the shoot itself we spend more
time setting up lighting and generally making the shot feel more produced.

The videos we create are typically a longer format - around 2:30 minutes in length 
and usually end up being used on our clients websites, helping to engage those who 
are becoming interested in the business, product or service.

OuOur overall aim here is to create a formal, corporate video that reassures the viewer 
in your business, product or service.

Social (Informal) Testimonials

Informal or, as we call them, ‘social testimonials’; as they usually end up on social 
media, are designed to market your business differently to the formal style. 

In our Social Testimonials, our aim is for the viewer to feel as if they are having a 
casual conversation, rather than watching a marketing video.

TTo do this we shoot with a more ‘raw’ feel, the camera moves a lot more and it feels 
like more of a natural conversation with the interviewee. This leads to a feeling of ‘re-
alness’ which in turn leads to trust as they feel like a normal conversation. 

Because these videos typically end up on social media, we tend to focus on the 
creation lots of smaller content rather than 1 long video.

If you’re looking to build a ‘real’ feel around your product or service, then this is
definitely a winner for you!



Testimonial Video Package Prices

Social Testimonial Video Package 
Our 2 hour package $1,650

Our 4 hour package $2,750

Formal Testimonial Video Package 
Our 3 hour package $2,175

Our 5 hour package $3,750

All prices are inclusiAll prices are inclusive of GST.

2 hour Shoot

3 Interviewees 

~10 Short-form questions per interviewee

1 licenced music track

Creating:

~10 videos of 25s-45s in length 

- Videos pr- Videos provided in 16:9 and 4:5 formats

4 hour Shoot

6 Interviewees 

~10 Short-form questions per interviewee

2 licenced music tracks

Creating:

~20 videos of 25s-45s in length

- Videos pr- Videos provided in 16:9 and 4:5 formats

3 hour Shoot

1 Interview (up to two people at once)

~20 Long-form questions

1 licenced music track

Creating:

1x ~2:30 minute video 

1x ~1:00 minute video and 1x ~1:00 minute video and 

3x ~30 second ‘Soundbite’ videos

5 hour Shoot

2 Interviews (up to two people at once)

~20 Long-form questions

2 licenced music tracks

Creating:

2x ~2:30 minute videos 2x ~2:30 minute videos 

2x ~1:00 minute videos and 

6x ~30 second ‘Soundbite’ videos

Production Breakdown
Prior to your shoot we’ll hold a 30 minute online planning meeting where we agree the 
scope and nature of the questions. Then during your shoot we’ll run a carefully crafted 
and comfortable interview and capture all relevant cutaway shots we need to create 
your videos. After that we'll edit your videos, including animated titles and a
licenced music track.

What’s In The Package?
From your video package you will recieve:



YES! We can create more content from what we shoot - just ask!

YES! We can customise any package from the ground up to your specifications

YES! We can deliver you videos in other formats - like 16:9 vertical for Instagram Stories
or IGTV or a 1:1 square ratio for the Instagram or Facebook feed.

YES! We can have your videos captioned.

YES! We can edit Teaser videos as part of your package
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